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lA7ITI1 i-ejçar.I to Science, let it It is as though the scientist after 
VV first of all he said, in order his labors should sit bar

not to himself : Note, what is the

place in the case of that particular be something other than we thought 
and say phenomenon. Now, this increased in su that our intentions in connectionto avoid confusion. tlijt it docs

furnish ns with an explanation of elusion we are to draw from all that 
natural phenomena: that is. not in

telligibility. depends, in a very great with that particular object fail to 
measure indeed, on the discovery and materialize- what then!

eon-
XV hat arc 

wc to conclude? That oui' impres-II** summarizes the results of ids exhibition causes only
causes are not causes in the final sions are unreliable'

of thesethe accepted If supplies us study and gives to hissense. summary an 
axiomatic expression; and that ex-

No. We con-
ln the natural sciences the elude that the perceptions upon which

we acted in thM ease were either in-

only with a distinct method, a
tain way of looking at, and describ- prt sion states the law. 
ing, the processes it sets out to study; 
and those generalizations of science

cer- sense.
term “cause” refers only to second- 

The nature of the study is im- ary causes—causes which are them- 
mateiial. What matters is that it

complete or superficial, or else were 
wives the result of antecedent, or combined with the results of other 

The question of perceptions in a way not warranted 
by them—and we are generally not 
very long in making out the 

with the of our faillite.

known as natural laws, so far from Nh()U|d a(|mit th(. appii(.atiol) of the preceding, causes, 
bong fiats or decrees similar to acts Meie..tifie method. All that is know- ultimate causes is never raised. That 
01 |,arllament or the ten command- able is tin province of science all 
incuts, on the contrary, arc merely experience its happy hunting ground, 
statements m I,riel of the totality of That is to sav that everything he- knowable onlv. 
conditions under which given events (.„meK „ *tudv pr„vjdeti

Failing these conditions, the 
phenomena in question do not

as we said before, is not the business 
ol science —which

cause
We correct the fault 

we had fallen—which, 
after all. was but a matter of de

deals
A scientific cause is into which 

an efficient cause, not a final cause.occur. only that it can be treated in the 
ul*‘ scientific manner.

It gives no answer to the question 
“why;” so that we never get further 

would than the ideal description previously 
set forth.

feetive reasoning—and 
this time with success. Or, if we do 
not succeed at once, we still achieve 
success ultimately, and our percep- 

Now. all knowledge ij based upon lions are once more fully justified, 
the information we obtain through
our senses. Other means of learning and use our senses properly, and to 

And anything there is none. This brings keep our actions within the limits

try again;
pear. . Speaking of art—or, as we l-ut, it science docs not exp am „ , .... , 1 now say. of science Aristotleanything, what, then, is its purpose? j,
What <loes it do? Well

says
“begins when, from a great num-

. . hut,
before answering that question, let us 
point out that we have not yet said 
that science does not explain any
thing, only that it does not provide 
us with an explanation in the ac
cepted sense. In another sense, as 
we nmy have occasion to show in a 
short lime, the description “how* 
given by Science may lie taken as 
an adequate substitute for the reason 

■“why" demanded by philosophy.
And now- -to come hack to the 

question as to what the purpose of 
.science was, or is let us say that 
the business of science is simply to 
describe the universe. Nothing more. 
Simply lo describe the universe, 
design, nevertheless, not without a

her of experiences, one general con
ception is Tunned which will embrace 
all similar cases.'' Exactly.
Aristotle’s “general conception” 
swers to the underlying law, or uni
formity, of which we have'•already sure that 
spoken.

So long as we take care to train

an- us tv a most important question—the prescribed by our perceptions, so long
question is this: How can we be shall we find that the- result, of

the information gleaned actions proves the conformity of
Beneath the scientist’s through the medium of our senses perceptions with the objective nature

‘ group of facts, this uniformity is ol>- is authentic, not false! How can we of the things perceived. “Not in
servahle. and it is the aim of the know that our senses supply us with one single instance so far.
scientist to disclose it

our
our

wrote a
representations of the objects they great scientist, “have we been led

Science, then, is “the complete and perceive which are correct, reliable, to the conclusion that our sense per
is it not possible for these ceptions, scientifically controlled, in-t rue ?consistent description of the* facts m 

experience in the simplest possible perceptions easily to be in error! To dure in
which we must answer that, of course.

our minds ideas respecting 
the outer world that are at varianceterms. ”

At first sight this sounds disap- it is quite possible to make mistakes, with reality, or that there is an in-
pointing. Science, of which we hate end they are frequently made. It is herent incompatibility between the
believed so much, and hoped so much, the recognition of this propensity to outer world and our sense perception
and thought was accomplishing, so error that leads many a thinker to of it.”
much —to he reduced to a mere bar- declare that when he speaks of ol>-
ren description! But 
are disappointed before there is a in 
need to be. Bet us consider• the de

lla ving established so much,
not so fast. XVe jects. or the qualities of which he latter-day philosopher 

can not know anything for certain, 
hut what he means is the impression, 
or impressions, such objects have pro
duced on his senses; that and only all.

somecertain ambitious grandeur. For this 
describing the universe is a tall 
order. It means, to begin with, ns- 
certuining the facts. No simple mat
ter, because the facts are rarely what 
they seem to be on the surface. For 
instance, the sun, as l write, is going 
down; but nowadays everyone is 
perfectly aware that the sun goes 
down in appearance only; the reality 
us ' we all know, is something quite* 
different. So that getting at the 
fuels is not quite such an easy mat
ter as one would think.

is hound to 
pop up, and exclaim: All right, all 
right we’ll grant all that; hut it 
does not overcome the difficulty at 

it may lie quite true that we

1 finition well.
First, it must he complete —that 

is. it must leave nothing out. Next, that. The objects themselves can 
il must he consistent that is. 
sistent with itself, with the rest of 
the science of whie.li it forms a part.
with science as a whole, and. also hut- it has no reality. In an old and 
with experience in general. After very homely saving, the proof of the 
that, it must publish its results in 
the simplest possible terms. The 
simplest possible terms -that is dif- vocably 
tieult ; difficult to reduce

can perceive the qualities of a thing 
correctly, yet wenot be known.con- cuii not by any

Against this line of argument we sensible or mental process grasp the 
have nothing to say. It is plausible, thing in itself This thing in itself 

is unknowable—beyond our ken.
io which Hegel, long since, has re- 

lt you know all the qualities 
a thing, you know the thing in 

itselt already. Nothing remains hut 
the fact that the said thing exists 
without us, and when

ing is in the eating. Our lives, plied: 
all our actions, are bused irre- of

on our sense perceptions— 
our ac- oil the very information, that is. 

cumulated and complex knowledge, which is now called in question. And 
together with the conclusions drawn

Very well, we’ll grant the diffi
culty, and allow, further, that the 
facts have been amassed what then! your senses

the doubts of philosophers not with- have taught- you that fact you have 
from it, to a clear succint statement standing, it remains a fact that the grasped the last remnant of the thing

in itself, Kant's celebrated unknow
able “ding an sicli.”

Well, then, to proceed, the usvvr-

Itallied facts have to lie arranged in incapable of being misunderstood- 
order, and studied, and the relations infinitely more difficult than at first 
between them noted, their sequence sight it would he thought, 
recognized, and finally, the full con-

race for countless centuries has trust
ed its existence to just these per
ceptions: so far without serious hurt. 
Not only that, but when we begin 
to turn to our own use the objects 
around us. using them according to 
the attributes we jierceive in them.

But then, in Kant’s time, our know
ledge of natural objects was, indeed, 
so fragmentary, that Kant might well 
be pardoned for thinking that behind 
the little we knew of things there 
must still be a strange, mysterious, 
forever-unknowable personality—the 
thing in itself. But the world has 
advanced, and one after another of 
these ungraspable things have been 
grasped, have been analysed—and, 
what is more—reproduced ; by such 
gigantic strides has science victorious
ly advanced—and what we can pro
duce and reproduce we certainly can 
not be said not to know.

To the chemistry of the early nine
teenth century organic substances

But, il that is nil. then we have to 
dit ions of their existence or occur- give up the idea wc have been hnr- 
renve described as concisely, but also boring that science offers ns a sola
ns completely, as possible. It is this t ion m the riddle of the universe, for 

it leaves matters just as much un- 
a general formula, that we know as explained as before, 
a natural law, as when we say that 
development from the simple to the 
complex is the law of progress.

complete description, summed up in we put the accuracy or inaccuracy 
of our perceptions of them, at that 

That would he jumping to very moment to an unfailing test, 
too quickly—without This test is infallible because, if

see. Certainly perceptions are wrong, then our esti- 
A law is a uniformity. » A human science does not attempt to refer the mate of the uses to which the objects 

law describes the way things should facts of experience to any ultimate 
happen; a natural law, how they do reality, but what of that! 
happen.

Oh no. 
a conclusion our
thinking. Let us

1we are dealing with can be put must 
That is be wrong also, and our efforts to 

the function of philosophy—not of use them will ignominiously fail.
Whereas, on the other hand, if we 
succeed in our purpose, and do ac
tually turn these objects to the

Thou shall not steal” is an ex science; and a thankless function it 
ample of the first : of the second, we is at best. There remains a sense,
have a good example in the law of however, in which science does ex- 
biogenexis, which is that “every or- plain things, as we

uses
shall discover, our perception of their qualities led

ganism in its individual development Science reduces occurrences to simple us to imagine possible, then the oh- . . , . , .
repents the life history of the race ternis, lays bare the conditions of jeets themselves necessarily agree which "mi ht"^bo'"hiddenT*’ -T ’'''' 
to which it belongs.’ their existence, or procedure, and with out ideas of them, which is suf- 1lni!' ! ’h " sonu seerer'

The law of gravitation is that “all discloses their history. When we ficient proof that the impressions " * ° Se "
objects attract each other with a say that science has accounted for gained through the senses tally with 
strength directly proportional to the the tides we are saying something the reality outside of ourselves, 
amount of their maws and inversely that is quite permissible, and 
proportional to the square of their that we have been given a more in- 
distance.”

.now, we can 
build them up—these organic sub
stances—one after the other—from
their chemical elements, without the

But even suppose that we fail in aid of organic processes whatever-.

tangible wha, ut„ ZJZ “d ■"oder" d*im ,hi" "

mean

(Continued On Page Three.)
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